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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Postal Service and commercial email emerged from the same country in
different eras. Both are communication networks, but each born out of unique needs.
Revolutionaries needed a means to send messages and news, untrammeled by British
surveillance. Researchers using the Arpanet in the 1960s and 1970s turned their networked
computers to the task of relaying messages, to share research and chat amongst each other. From
these origins, the networks were adopted by military members, businesses, and eventually
brought into U.S. homes. This work explores the two networks’ development trajectories, with
special attention to when each network is used to transmit personal or private messages. The
author asks, are analogies used to link the older postal mail network and the email products home
users adopted in the 1990s? And do such analogies create potential for privacy harms, given the
functional and legal differences between postal mail and email in the U.S.?
To answer this, each trajectory was mapped in reviews of literature, and interviews were
conducted with experts in U.S. communication history, internet consumer privacy, and the
Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum. The author concludes that there is some evidence of
postal analogies used to understand email, but that further research is needed to ascertain
whether this influences home users. The differences between the way messages in each network
are accessed for legal and business purposes do have impacts for users’ privacy, and in closing
the author offers suggestions for how this information could be presented to a public audience.
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INTRODUCTION
In a Georgetown CCT lecture on privacy and surveillance, the U.S. Postal Service
(USPS) was described as trusted because the service assuring users that while in transit their
messages would be kept private. I was pursuing my degree studies as an electronic messaging
user wanting some precedent to point to for why people in the United States had a cultural,
hopefully legal, expectation of privacy for their written exchanges. If this was understood by
customers of the postal service, it would make sense that they carried it from their physical
message service in their experience with electronic message systems, such as email. After
researching the matter, however, that precedent was not as concrete as I had hoped. There are
guarantees for postal users- these outline a right for users to have access to a system for
transferring mail across the United States and beyond. But the role of privacy in that system is
inferred rather than plainly stated.
In addition to language in USPS documents suggesting an assurance of privacy, there are
postal behaviors indicating a desire for it. The development of envelopes is one of these.
Images of paper envelopes were later adopted in the presentation of electronic message services
to symbolize the intangible missives being sent between devices. Ascertaining how much of a
role privacy plays in user expectations of each service is like determining to what degree the
paper envelope is a functional vehicle for transporting a letter intact, versus a shield for the
words or content of the message from anyone other than the intended recipient. Borrowed
imagery from the paper format presumably carries the dominant meaning over to electronic
formats. Which is it then? A vehicle to facilitate passage, or a shield from unwelcome eyes?
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To decide this, I have divided this investigation into distinct parts, along with key terms
to keep in mind throughout. We’ll begin with a review of literature on USPS from its early days
in the American colonies to today, with an eye toward mentions of privacy as a consideration in
the delivery of mail including user influence. Then there will be a similar dive into the
development of email in the United States, from the Arpanet to AOL. This will be followed by
transcribed interviews with scholars who can speak to the domestic developments in both paper
and electronic mail, and where they see privacy enter those trajectories. These will be followed
by analysis in the context of each scholar’s expertise and of the interviews in conversation with
each other. In conclusion, the interviews will be discussed in light of the preceding discussions
on the postal service and privacy. To help put fences around these questions, let’s work on some
definitions to use going forward:
•

Post - letters sent via the U.S. postal mail system

•

USPS – the United States Postal Service

•

Email – Electronic mail services developed in the U.S., distinct from other messaging
applications

•

Message systems - communication networks inclusive of USPS and its predecessors and
later electronic message services

•

Personal - messages for non-business purposes

•

Contents - the written portion of a letter or message

•

Private - messages intended for specific recipients and no other readers
2

•

Secure - messages arriving intact

•

Sanctity - term used in legal statutes to describe the protection afforded U.S. mail

Furthermore, readers should be mindful that this is an examination of the USPS and email
services utilized by its users. However, other nations will be referenced when relevant to provide
a wider context for domestic events. This thesis is an attempt to look at concepts of privacy
found through the origin stories of USPS and email and in dialogues with experts. Terms such as
contents, which becomes particularly pertinent when discussing legal rights to postal and
electronic mail protected by the Fourth Amendment, are not emphasized as this sets the topic in a
legal sphere. The goal here is to find common ground for privacy discussions moving forward.
In the conclusion, I will employ Helen Nissenbaum’s test of Contextual Integrity to assess
privacy risks in a move between USPS and email. The data brought into this test comes from the
origin stories and interview transcripts from the study.
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THE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
America’s postal service came out of the colonists’ desire to have a secure channel of
communication exempt from the surveillance of the British government during the War of
Independence. This system was built off the precedent set by the British colonial postal service,
which Benjamin Franklin had served as postmaster general until his dismissal. It was a blend of
official routes and carriers with the informal economy of individuals carrying messages as a
favor. The technology of the mail evolved from loose papers to papers sealed with wax to papers
enclosed in envelopes so that only the addressee was known from the outside. What developed
after more than 200 years was a network through which an estimated 47 percent of the world’s
mail passes (United States Postal Service, n.d.d). From its birth as a communications network for
revolutionaries to a service used by nearly half the globe, USPS has won users by providing a
means for message communication between parties.
The official line from the USPS website and postal scholars indicates that the service
evolved as follows: William Goddard, replacing Benjamin Franklin, said of the Royal mail he
headed, “Letters are liable to be stopped & opened by ministerial mandates, & their Contents
construed into treasonable Conspiracies; and News Papers, those necessary and important
vehicles, especially in Times of public Danger, may be rendered of little avail for want of
Circulation …” (United States Postal Service n.d.b.). Authors of the USPS historical overview
go on to say: “The Constitutional Post afforded security to colonial messages and provided a
communication line that played a vital role in bringing about American independence” (United
States Postal Service, n.d.b.). This “Constitutional Post” was the first system that could truly be
called the forerunner of the USPS. It was the Revolutionary side-system to the Parliamentary
4

Post run under the authority of the British government. Mail had already existed as a weird blend
of formal and informal networks, ranging from privately operated postal routes to letters carried
by friends and acquaintances traveling in the direction the sender wanted to direct the letter.
This was only as private as the technology involved. Letters weren’t even in envelopes until the
middle of the 19th century (Starr 2004, 94). Pages could be folded and sealed with wax, but this
was not impregnable. So users had loosely secured messages being carried by friends or
strangers, toward a general point or on trust that they would arrive at a specific intended
recipient.
To a modern USPS user this sounds ridiculously haphazard. How was this ever meant to
sidestep surveillance by colonial authorities? The informality may have worked to the advantage
of this system, but still, nothing close to a reliable functioning postal service. Mumblings of a
post independent of the crown turn bold when Maryland Journal printer William Goddard used
the publication to release a public notice, announcing the new post as “warmly and generously
patronized by the friends of freedom in the great commercial towns of the Eastern Colonies,
where ample funds are already secure; Postmasters and riders engaged...” Goddard goes on to
say next steps include Maryland and Virginia residents participate, “...in rescuing the channel of
publick and private intelligence from the ‘horrid fangs of Ministerial dependence’; a measure
indispensible necessary in the present alarming crisis of American Affairs.” This “crisis” is
echoed in a snippet gleaned from the New York Committee on Safety to its Hartford counterpart,
saying, “the Constitutional Post Office is now arising on the ruins of the Parliamentary one,
which is just expiring in convulsions” (Konwiser 1931, 43). This paper is dated July 2, 1774, but
an earlier document is cited in a Boston paper as printing the reaction from London to word of
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the post of the early American Revolution: “London, June 16, 1774. In the Boston paper of 2nd
May, is inserted a plan for the establishment of the new American Post Office, in opposition to
that established by Government. It is, however, supposed that as soon as General Gage arrives he
will stop the career of this new Post, Riders and their employees.” Konwiser adds, rather sassily,
that “Gage arrived and a few things did happen, all proving the news letter writer quite in error”
(Konwiser 1931, 44).
The Constitutional Post was formally established in 1775 (John 2009, vii) when
Benjamin Franklin was appointed as the not-yet-independent United States’ first postmaster
general (John 2009, 25; United States Postal Service n.d.a.). He modeled it on the British
system, and it remained this way until the Post Office Act in 1792 (John 2009, 24). The Post
Office Act of 1792 formalized the US postal service as a system distinct from that of Britain. In
the Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum’s description of a copy of the Act, historian Lynn
Heidelbaugh credits the legislation with mandating privacy provisions, retaining control of the
post under Congress but forbidding “the opening of letters as a tool of surveillance.”
(Heidelbaugh 2007). Heidelbaugh adds that Congress’s role was redefined in 1970 under the
Postal Reorganization Act. Richard R. John says of the Act, “it guaranteed the sanctity of
personal correspondence by protecting letters from the prying eyes of government. In a stroke,
the founders provided the entire population with low-cost access to information on public affairs,
while establishing a right to personal privacy” (John 2013).
The key changes in the service between the original system and the service after the Post
Office Act were (1) letting newspapers be sent for a unusually low rate, (2) making it illegal for
public officers to use their access to the mail in transit for surveillance, and (3) putting
6

procedures in place to expand the service from the east coast to the trans-Appalachian west of the
nation (John 2009, 31).This network had a unique role in both connecting and educating its users
in the young and expanding country. As the primary source of any communication between the
center of government and culture/commerce along the eastern coast, John points out that in the
first half of the 19th century, “it would hardly be an exaggeration to suggest that for the vast
majority of Americans the postal system was the central government” (John 2009, 4). It
remained this way until the commercial availability of the telegraph and subsequent
communication technologies in the mid-nineteenth century (John 2009, viii).
David Henkin writes that along with postal reform in 1845 we can see signs of a new
relationship between American Post Office users and the mail: “What emerged most generally
during this period was a set of practices, discourses, and beliefs— a postal culture— that
redefined the very status of mail. More specifically, Americans began producing and circulating
in massive numbers something that had never before been an instrument of everyday sociability
among ordinary people: the personal letter” (Henkin 2014, 93). Think about that last sentence on
“personal” letters (emphasis mine): “something that had never before been an instrument of
everyday sociability among ordinary people.” For years, letters had existed as a technology for
communication between the wealthy, for legal and business matters, and in times of strife or
rejoicing. The novelty of cheap communication by written letter must have been as relatively
instantaneous and effortless a method to these new users as 20th century users found email. This
came about with a rise in literacy and the lowered costs for postage.
There was also a new sense of what letters were for. “Instead of simply teaching
epistolary self-presentation as a mark of refinement or a badge of respectability, Americans
7

valued and practiced epistolary intimacy as a basic mode of social and familial interaction. By
the 1870s most Americans recognized the personal letter as a vehicle for everyday expressions of
intimacy and everyday performances of the individual self” (Henkin 2014, 118). The wish for
private mail can be linked to the distinction between letters for business and letters for personal
correspondence. As Henkin points out, “As categories of correspondence, business letters and
personal letters took discrete forms and marked separate practices”, ranging from the style of the
writing of each to the value placed on the contents (Henkin 2014, 98). In the same chapter,
Henkin explains that popular culture was promoting an idea of personal letters as sacred heartfelt
communication, and credits this with the wish that they be private (Henkin 2014, 100-101). The
pop culture campaigns he alludes to include guidebooks on letter-writing, news coverage using
(typically scandalous) letters, and epistolary novels where the characters interact via letters
written to one another. Notable among examples of media coverage including letters was the
story following the murder of Helen Jewett, a prostitute who wrote letters for personal and
business correspondence. The National Police Gazette obtained and reprinted letters between
Jewett and her accused murderer, Richard Robinson, as part of a retrospective special the paper
ran a decade after the trial that exonerated Robinson. No revelations were highlighted from the
letters, but their use in the story indicates that the paper decided their public would be interested
in reading them (Henkin 2014, 101).
This sense of self is mirrored in the observations by Alain Corbin that advances in
photography allowed for more cheap personal information to be circulated, noting that demand
for portraits in mid-19th century France led to Disdéri, the developer of the 6cm x 9cm visiting
card, being able to sell 2,400 photo postcards a day (Corbin 1990, 463). The cards took seconds
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to make and retailed around 20 francs a dozen. The embrace of this novelty item is attributed by
Corbin and others to the emergence of a culture of the self across social strata, and with it, a
concept of the privacy of oneself. Beside an image of women looking at postcards for sale,
Corbin says “Toward the end of the 19th century Europe was suddenly inundated by millions of
postcards. They tightened bonds among relatives and friends and made it easy to expand one’s
circle of correspondents. They were also collected in souvenir albums. The cards’ stereotypical
formulas made writing painless and enabled even those who had difficulty expressing themselves
in writing to make their feelings known” (Corbin 1990, 464). As Henkin highlights, with respect
to letter-writers in the United States, this was an era of expanded literacy aided by formula
(Henkin 2014, 100).

Privacy and the U.S. Postal Service
“I am perfectly willing for you to show Mother my letters...I don’t intend to do anything
that I am ashamed to have her know.” -Franklin Buck, writing from New York to his sister in
Vermont (Henkin 2014, 103).
On a functional level, any message, whether transmitted on paper or via electronic
display, is only as private as the involved parties’ are willing to have it be. In the days prior to
the Constitutional Post, coffee houses were public spaces where mail was distributed to any
willing to pay to the postage due on receipt. Harry Konwiser describes the typical scene: “letters
arriving by the ships were delivered to a coffee house near the wharf, where they lay exposed on
a table until called for. Persons not only took their own mail but that of their friends” (Konwiser
1931, 2). News of the post spread in an informal manner through characters who by all accounts
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acted as coffee house lounge lizards, “hangers-on...who unconsciously acted as agents for the
public posts”, taking advantage of their frequent presence in the place where post was gathered
to tell people what post had arrived, and “acquiring temporary importance and sometimes a bit of
tobacco or a glass of Schiedam Schnapps” in the process (Konwiser 1931, 11). This was a social
norm that would be out of place in most urban settings today, but one similar to the practice I
witnessed in a national park area post office where P.O. boxes were shared by multiple people,
and keys were readily tossed to whoever was making the trip to the post office to collect letters
and packages. These old and new examples demonstrate that postal practices vary over time and
circumstances.
There is evidence of the cultural acceptability of the practice of circulating
letters[contents] to multiple recipients- “Whether or not correspondents imagined the future
utility or interest of their mail, they understood that their letters, once posted, lay beyond their
control and often circulated outside the one-to-one relationship that the form of the sealed epistle
seemed to imply” (Henkin 2014, 105). Letters in the latter half of the 19th century were talked
about as a substitute for face-to-face conversation in the way that electronic correspondence is
currently used, whether email, instant messaging or text/SMS, or back in the 19th century by the
emergence of the telegraph (Henkin 2014, 109-110).
As mentioned above though, letters were often understood to be intended for several pairs
of eyes. For families spread across state or even national boundaries, a letter was a connection to
people and places otherwise unreachable. The Johnstown Area Heritage Association (JAHA) in
Pennsylvania has brought this phenomenon to a digital platform by creating a study guide of
what are referred to by migration scholars as “America letters”. The JAHA site lists transcribed
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(and possibly translated) copies of letters between Polish migrants in the US and their families in
Europe (Johnstown Area Heritage Association 2013).
In addition to sharing of letters between people, much like the predictable messages that
made postcards an accessible medium for the newly engaged users of mail, letters often followed
a formula. Henkin posits that mid-19th century letters were public in the sense that many were
repetitions of well-worn tropes for contents, including historian William Merrill Decker’s
catalogue of absence, separation and death (Henkin 2014, 112). Despite the popularity of letterwriting guides, mentioned above, Henkin believes letter-writing habits were shaped more by
exercises in schools and examples from letters received, this last one evidenced in the number of
personal letters containing instruction on how the recipient could improve their letter-writing:
The novelty of the personal letter as a model of intimacy in the antebellum period
is easy to overlook. Though posted letters had in ancient and medieval times been
paradigmatically public artifacts, in the early modern period new and
ideologically charged associations emerged between the handwritten letter and
privacy in its two fundamental senses: solitude and intimacy. Furthermore, letterwriting became central to the project of self-fashioning and self-improvement in
the United States well before the arrival of cheap postage, but especially in the
early national era, as aspirations and access to gentility spread among middling
Americans. But as this process spilled beyond the borders of self-conscious
pedagogical interventions and extended to a broader range of the population,
something different was emerging. Instead of simply teaching epistolary selfpresentation as a mark of refinement or a badge of respectability, Americans
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valued and practiced epistolary intimacy as a basic mode of social and familial
interaction. By the 1870s most Americans recognized the personal letter as a
vehicle for everyday expressions of intimacy and everyday performances of the
individual self” (Henkin 2014, 117-118).
This appeal of the personal letter is capitalized on today, even by the Postal Service itself.
Consider this line from their Corporate Communications team about mail versus (implicitly)
electronic messages:
Mail is a great communication tool. It’s personal. You can keep letters and cards
forever. There are no monthly plans. No signal outages. No roaming charges.
Regardless of geographic location, anyone can send a letter for just 49¢ to
anywhere in the United States, its territories and U.S. military and diplomatic
installations worldwide (United States Postal Service n.d.d.).
What are we being told here? The references to monthly plans, signal and roaming is a blatant
jab at mobile service providers; the digital communication competition. What USPS has to offer
in facilitating letter transfer is identified as good (“great”, even), inexpensive, and the promise of
a valuable piece of material culture.
So why might these letters be something users want to keep private? A clue lies in the
way that letters are used as symbols. The epistolary culture of the Dutch Republic in the 17th
century is evidenced in both letters and paintings featuring letters from the time (GeorgevskaShine 2017). Reviewing the show Love Letters: Dutch Genre Paintings in the Age of Vermeer in
2004, Benjamin Genocchio reflects that portrait painters have frequently depicted letters in their
work, typically to suggest the sitter’s level of education, but adds that by contrast, “...Dutch
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artists of the 17th century sought to make letters and letter writing the theme of the painting,
using them as a pivot on which to turn complex psychology dramas” (Genocchio 2004). Two
hundred years later in his painting La Lettera, Domenico Induno did the same to meet the desires
of his Milanese clients, capturing drama in a kitchen scene of a pregnant woman looking doleful
by an open window… and holding a letter. With its fatalistic epistolary theme, Induno’s Italian
genre painting could serve as Dolly Parton album art. Use of letters as symbols in painting had
persisted into the time when rate changes in the United States were making letters accessible to
new users.
For letters to be historically recognized as symbols of interpersonal exchange of things to
be kept secret, we can look to the definition of secretary in the Oxford English dictionary
(suggested by Roy Peter Clark, personal communication). Here a secretary is defined as one who
deals in records and correspondence, and the origins are traced to Late Middle English,
“(originally in the sense ‘person entrusted with a secret’): from late Latin secretarius
‘confidential officer’, from Latin secretum ‘secret’, neuter of secretus (see secret)” (Oxford
English Dictionary 2018). The word comes from an idea of a trusted person, and that trust is
demonstrated in allowing them to handle their employer’s papers. From this we can infer that
there is a historic desire to have papers kept in a relationship of trust and, by extension,
nondisclosure. USPS recognizes this desire from its users. In number three of a “Top Twelve”
things to know about USPS listicle released on their website and circulated around the web in
2016, they state (emphasis mine):
Mail is trusted and secure — more than 200 federal laws protect the sanctity of
the U.S. Mail. These laws are enforced by the U.S. Postal Inspection Service, one
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of the oldest law enforcement agencies in the country. U.S. Postal Inspectors are
federal agents, mandated to safeguard the nation’s mail — including the people
who move it and the customers who use it (United States Postal Service n.d.d.).
Reviewing a brochure available online about US Postal Inspectors, we see they are indeed the
protectors of US mail, and have been in place since 1772. Their description of the scope of their
duties preventing mail theft echoes the language of the USPS release above:
It doesn’t matter what the mailpiece is. A greeting card from Aunt Minnie. A
multimillion dollar credit card promotion. A retiree’s eagerly anticipated annuity
check. No matter what mail a thief may target, all postal customers are guaranteed
equal access to the agency’s formidable investigative powers and resources. And
it’s all included in the price of postage! ...If left unchecked, mail theft could erode
the mailing public’s confidence in what federal statutes refer to as the “sanctity of
the seal.” In more contemporary language, that means: “Don’t mess with the U.S.
Mail!” (United States Postal Service 2009).
Bold language indeed. What’s more, they add that “It’s a right embodied in the U.S.
Constitution” (United States Postal Service 2009). No citation or specific Constitutional
reference accompanies this statement in the document, leaving the reader with a sense that this
must be true without fully knowing how or to what degree. There are clauses defining postal
power, which in summary covers safe transport of the mails under recognized authority (Justia
n.d.). This is also a good opportunity to examine the word “sanctity”. Within the Handbook SP 1
for Contract Delivery Routes Under the heading “Supplier Duties” subheading 312 “Sanctity of
the Mail- 312.1 Examining Mail”, USPS states that “Suppliers must not open, read, or search
14

mail. Mail must not be exhibited or delivered to anyone other than the addressee or addressee’s
authorized agent” (United States Postal Service 2013). From this we can infer that sanctity is like
inviolability. Sanctity is also mentioned in the National Association of Letter Carriers guide:
[On standards for USPS employees] Foremost among these standards is the
requirement that employees preserve the sanctity of the mail. Mail is private
property entrusted to the letter carrier for safe passage and delivery to its intended
recipient. Any compromise of the mails or other violations of standards may lead
to severe discipline. In addition, there are federal statutes pertaining to willful and
knowing delay, obstruction, or theft of any mail (National Association of Letter
Carriers 2014, 44).
There is then a solid basis to expect respect for the sanctity of mail in its handling, up through
and including modern day users. The users of postal networks changed, and with them, the
amount of privacy desired and designed for.
In the build up toward the 20th century, more new postal users were emerging, resulting
in services catering to new consumers having wider access to the mail. Printed valentine cards
emerged in the 1840 in the U.S. (Henkin 2014, 151). This coincided with a rise in literacy,
spread out families between urban and rural communities, and pricing structure changes within
the postal service. Young people had more independent access to post after 1845, and
particularly concern for daughters’ correspondence to be surveilled was culturally more common
(Henkin 2014, 107). Letters were rebranded private “because their contents were intimate”
(Henkin 2014, 99).
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Competition for the postal service grew alongside its success. The mail statistic cited
above refers to the mail as letters; private carrier companies outpace postal shipping of packages.
However even private carriers such as Fedex and UPS cross paths with USPS; the Postal Service
uses the carriers’ superior air transport network, and they in turn pay the Postal Service for
delivery of ground packages (United States Postal Service n.d.d.). So even letters can pass
through a combination of postal and private hands en route. And for messages, broadly,
technology is improved to provide faster means of communicating over distance, from the
telegraph in the nineteenth century to email and SMS in the last 20 years. With a broad view,
this can be seen in connection with the expanding United States, and the stretch of families both
across North America and between countries. This social aspect provides context for demand for
improvements in communication networks. In pursuit of these improvements, privacy has
occasionally been sidelined, as in the example of the glass City Free Delivery mailbox
(Heidelbaugh 2009). The clear glass body of the box allowed for quick assessment of the day’s
mail, but also allowed anyone passing the building’s exterior where the box was hung to see the
mail as well.
Consider though, that today’s U.S. post is surveilled to a degree unimaginable to colonial
Americans. Our letters can be tracked from post office to recipient using a tracking number.
With the right 22 digits anyone can follow tracked mail as it winds its way from point of receipt
by postal workers to its destination. Beyond that, anyone observing a postal worker en route can
observe time and quantity of mail deliveries to addresses as they happen. The privacy of this
post is dependent more on behavioral norms, like not stalking postal workers or generating
tracking numbers, than on restrictive security measures.
16

While assembling this review of USPS’s development, a great number of events were
condensed and a number of questions were generated. What is the appeal of a postal service?
When and why is it trusted? Is it important to its users that privacy is a tenet of the service?
Given the examples discussed above illustrating flimsy privacy if any, why are there provisions
in the Bill of Rights for protection of citizens’ papers, and how has this been extended from those
items within a private home to those in transit across networks? And, when the first American
system was established, was there an intention that the protections granted against unwarranted
British search would include protections against search by U.S. government, as presented in the
Fourth Amendment now? When have Fourth Amendment protections been called into cases of
surveillance on messages, and how has this changed between those messages being paper mail
and electronic? These questions arose in the course of this research, and represent areas for
further investigation.

17

EMAIL
While they are both message services called mail, postal mail and electronic mail are
fundamentally different in how they work. However, the way email was talked about to USPS
users borrowed language and symbols from their experience with USPS. In some ways email
evolved the same way as postal mail, as both moved to a wider user pool over time. What was
initially only a postal service in reach for the wealthy, those in positions of power in
government/military roles or merchants, shifted into popular use less than a century after the
American Revolution. Email began life as a research and military tool, later moving into
interoffice communication between networked devices, and in less than fifty years transitioned
into American homes.
In other ways email was very unique in its origin, development, initial application and
rollout as a secondary-use technology. Secondary-use technology refers to the way email began
in one sphere of users and was redeveloped and rolled out as a consumer product. Where what
would grow to be USPS was born of necessity to avoid the British government and foster a
revolution, email sprang from curiosity. The research that produced email occurred in spaces
funded by the DOD around their Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (Arpanet). The
urgency of revolution was missing, or else has been omitted from the historical narrative in the
telling by those involved. But where urgency was absent, the timeline of development was
folded, with personal email addresses in the hands of the US public by the 1990s.
The first email is a debated topic. In the US claims for the inventor of what we now know
as email run between Shiva Ayyadurai and Ray Tomlinson. This debate is captured in the
acquisition of Shiva’s research materials for the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American
18

History. Their announcement of the acquisition included a statement that they were not calling
Ayyadurai the inventor of email, but that he became the copyright holder in 1982 of a program
he developed in 1979 called EMAIL. At the time, Ayyadurai was a high school student
developing EMAIL as a “customized electronic mail system” for medical communications
within the College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (Smithsonian’s National Museum of
American History 20121).
Tomlinson, by comparison, was working on ways to use the military-funded Arpanet
after its development in 1969. He built onto a program called SNDMSG by drawing in code
from another program called CPYNET in 1971. SNDMSG enabled users on a single computer
to send messages to each other, but CPYNET was designed to share files between users across
remote computers connected by a network. By combining the two, a message could be sent
between networked computers. Using computers connected through Arpanet, Tomlinson did this.
To emphasize passage across networked computers, this was called a network e-mail (Raytheon
BBN Technologies 2011). He did not seek the same legal protection as Ayyadurai for his design,
but is credited by a wide community as the sender of the first email (Centre for Computing
History n.d.; Partridge 2008; Raytheon BBN Technologies 2011). The Smithsonian’s statement
about what their acquiring Ayyadurai’s materials did and did not mean speaks to the tension
surrounding who can be called “The Inventor of Email”. Ayyadurai brought legal action against
online publication TechDirt over a blog ridiculing his claim to the mantle (Masnick 2016). The
case was thrown out by a Massachusetts judge in September of 2017 (Farivar 2017).

While the title and URL list the name as “Ayyudurai”, it appears correctly as Ayyadurai in the body of the
statement.
1
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Commercial rollout of email to homes in the US would not happen till roughly a decade
after Ayyadurai’s copyright application. These products for the wider public were preceded, in
the same period Ayyadurai and Tomlinson were working, by electronic messages across specific
networks. Academics from a group of institutions had been connected via internet to share
scholarly material. Versions were developed, as mentioned in Tomlinson’s story, with the US
military and, as with Ayyadurai’s story, for interoffice communications in businesses. With so
many players seeking an electronic means of communicating to replace paper messages, the most
representative story involves many programmers coming up with solutions to the same problem
with varying levels of success from the 1960s through the 1990s. Their combined efforts led in
stages to an email the public would use.
In Machines of Loving Grace, Tom Gruber is credited with creating a means of storing
interorganizational emails at his company Intraspect (Markoff 2015, 292-295). This meant these
messages could be reviewed and a conversation could be documented in the way that paper
interoffice memos had previously. Moving from being able to send an email to being able to
view emails as a conversation thread, from any in-network personal computer, speaks to the
successful adoption of email as a business standard by the time Gruber founded Intraspect in
1996. This is supported by noting that his clients included General Motors, GTE, Siemens and
Boeing (Markoff 2015, 293). With wide email adoption by American businesses came versions
of the service for the American home user. Most of the companies whose names we recognize
today launched their product in the 1990s. These included RocketMail, Hotmail, Yahoo or
Ymail, Apple mail, AOL mail, and were called email clients. A circa 1998 version of AOL
software on floppy disc is in the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History, as part of
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their “American Enterprise” exhibit (Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History n.d.).
This was the only artifact apart from Ayyadurai’s materials found by searching the publicly
accessible website for email-related artifacts. Here we see the intangibility of what was
nonetheless a product, reflected in its sparse representation within collections.
So two systems for the sending and receiving of messages, developed in the same
geography along different timelines and from different impetuses. What about the functional
level. In what ways is email different from the postal system of message transit? Let’s visualize
the two. If email is a way of sending personal messages between two users with accounts on the
same platform, then that interaction might look something like this:

Figure 1. Email as a Personal Messaging Service.
Two users created accounts and were then able to communicate with each other. But several
things are missing. What did each of those users need in order to get to that step of creating an
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account? Some equipment, for one. Either a personal computer or a cell phone or an internetconnected device. On that note there also needs to be an internet connection, since an email is a
message transferred online. And neither the device nor the router are any good without power,
so let’s make sure both users have access to electricity. So now our diagram looks more like
this:

Figure 2. Steps Taken by Users to Exchange Emails.
Here we have users accessing an email service to communicate with each other using their
powered, networked devices. The rounded rectangles are services, and the remaining two are
our users. What stands out about them? They are the only humans in the system. Granted, people
work at the power plant and people work for your internet service provider and people are behind
the design and running of your email service...but as a user you could be forgiven for thinking
the only person you are interacting with in your email exchange is the person on the other end of
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your online correspondence. Now take a look at a stamp series released by USPS in 1973
showing humans involved in moving mail.

Figure 3. 1973 Postal Service Employees Issue.
Images courtesy Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum.
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Each of the stamp images above features a hand on mail. The story this design decision
tells the viewer, is that people are involved at every step of your postal mail’s journey. What did
these people signify to a postal user looking at these stamps? From a privacy standpoint,
witnesses. Many hands on the mail to make the network function, but no images of postal
workers snooping. This could have suggested assurance that a network, not solely of mailboxes
and vehicles and conveyor belts, but of human postal professionals guaranteed the safe transport
of the mail. What else do the images highlight? An interaction. A comprehensible connection
between the stages of postal mail transit they saw as customers, with the unseen steps now
illuminated. The stamp images joined their experience of the interface of USPS to the workings
of the system.
Images were used to tell a story about email, specifically to guide users toward proper
use. Susan Kare’s early Mac icons also involved hands. Hands were doing the tasks that the
icons represented helped users intuit what function each icon would take them to. For example, a
hand holding a pencil over a page half filled with markings indicating writing, and a hand
holding a brush over a page with a horizontal stripe indicating painting. But the icon hands were
disembodied. These were not representations of Mac employee, living inside the computer
executing post office-like duties. Where the 1973 stamps show real other people, the Mac icons
Kare designed in the same decade were connected to actions the user takes. The user is alone in
their experience with their machine. Those hands are not connected to anyone else so that the
user can project their hand to that action. The work is being done by the user, and the machine in
front of them. While walking into the back of the post office would show a postal user what is
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involved in the back end of moving the mail, cracking open a Mac computer would not
immediately show the user the steps involved in transferring electronic messages.

Figure 4. Susan Kare Mac Icons.
Image courtesy Susan Kare.
Speaking of messages, those are also referenced in Kare’s icons. The original set shows
four with hands putting implements to what look like sheets of paper. One described above
seems closest to writing, with lines of spaced marks starting at the top of the page to where the
floating hand rests mid-page. There was also an envelope and package icon. This is the icon
referring to email services, and interestingly stands alone with no hand or other visible human
body connection. Kare is not the only graphic designer to use postal imagery to signify a
messaging function. Envelopes are a standard shorthand symbol for email services. Consider
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Google’s red-lipped envelope for Gmail. The flagged mailbox icon from AOL. These too were
design choices to inform users’ understanding of email. Artifacts from postal mail, shrunk down
and digitized to explain a new mode of message exchange. But the parallel is wobbly on
inspection.
Despite sharing these artifact symbols, and terms as simple as “address” and “send”, post
and email operate in very different ways. Email is one embodiment of the way all information is
sent via the internet, divided into packets and sent between servers. Our ability to track post
physically, tangibly, is not something we have for email. No single email gets anywhere in one
piece during transit like a letter. The content travels in many parts across many paths to end up
at the intended destination and get reassembled. But the content can be intercepted, and the
content in packets is bookended with the sender internet protocol or IP address and the recipient
IP address, so that information can be known. By comparison, a piece of domestic post can be
put out for delivery from a home or at a public post box with only a recipient address. What
would a stamp set illustrating email’s journey show? There would be... a message typed from the
sender, that message being split into packets, those packets traveling various routes to be
reassembled on the addressee side... but this could all go into one image. Maybe something like
this:
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Figure 5. Email as a Stamp.
Look— no hands.
Privacy in Email
Today, most Americans have an email account, inferred from nine in ten Americans
using the internet. The assumption that internet use denotes having an email account is not
baseless. In their March 2015 Email Statistics Report, the Radicati Group reported statistics for
global email use which are too wide to apply to a United States focus. They did, however, make
the point that, “Though there is increased use of IM, social networking, and other forms of
communication, email continues to show steady growth, as all IM, social networks and other
services require users to have an email address to access their services. In addition, all online
transactions (i.e. shopping, banking, etc.) require a valid email address” (The Radicati Group,
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Inc. 2015, 2-3). An email address is used not only for eliminating paper (think all those
interoffice memos avoided in the solutions above), but to confirm identity for transfer of crucial
information. Emails are used in job applications, student loan paperwork, tax forms, and when
registering for online services. Intangibility in email use can read as less personal or lower risk
than post. An email address is not your home address, only a person capable of ascertaining the
IP address could discern your location from use of email. Among the people and groups with the
capacity to do this we have “bad actors” attempting crimes such as fraud, marketers, internet
service providers, and email providers, and governments.
A 2017 greeting card by the Hallmark division Shoebox speaks to the entrance of
government surveillance of electronic messages into the public dialogue. Shelved under
“Humor”, the card front featured a cartoon image of a cell phone, with a text message bubble on
the phone screen saying, “The NSA knows if I text you, but they can’t monitor cards.” The
message on inside follows up with a bubble saying, “Ha! In your FACE, NSA!” For Hallmark to
decide to print a nationally available design, the company must believe there is an audience
willing to purchase it. Why then are the public concerned enough for there to be a market for this
card? By 2017, they’ve witnessed Wikileaks, Hillary Clinton’s email scandal, and possibly some
issues with emails brought into disputes at their place of work. On a national scale they will be
aware that law enforcement gained increased means and freedom to look for evidence of
terrorism after the attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon in 2001.
A study measuring opinion among Americans regarding expanded powers granted US
law enforcement in an effort to identify terrorist threats identified that respondents were
concerned by this. In September 2001 and February 2004, respondents were asked to rate their
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concern regarding the possibility that “The mail, telephone, e-mails, or cell-phone calls of
innocent people would be checked” and the possibility that “Non-violent critics of government
policies would have their mail, telephone, e-mails, or cell-phone calls checked” (Committee on
Technical and Privacy Dimensions of Information for Terrorism Prevention and Other National
Goals, and National Research Council 2008, 318). Over 70% of respondents in both 2001 and
2004 said they had high or moderate concerns that innocent people or non-violent critics of
government would be “checked” (Committee on Technical and Privacy Dimensions of
Information for Terrorism Prevention and Other National Goals, and National Research Council
2008, 318). How likely is it that those surveyed for the data turned their responses into decisions
to abandon email or cell phones? Their landline telephones or use of postal mail? Whether
arguing that users choose not to give these technologies up, or feel they cannot practically give
them up, there is a shared concern (over 70% of respondents in both years) that may not translate
into respondents changing their use of the technologies their concerns center around. This
concern echoes Langdon Winner’s observation that when new technologies emerge, their users
will make significant changes in their own lives to adopt the technologies, “while at the same
time resisting similar kinds of changes justified on political grounds” (Winner 1986, 11).
Winner’s 1986 quote predates email’s arrival in most US homes, but coincides with one of the
most used pieces of legislation monitoring it.
In criminal investigations, email access by the state falls to regulation under the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, or ECPA. The difficulty in this is that the Act
was handed down by Congress before most home users had experience with email. Without a
longitudinal sense of what email was and what it would be used for, how was Congress able to
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create parameters for privacy in using it? Furthermore ECPA is difficult to update or sidestep,
because it came directly from Congress (Ohm, personal correspondence).
For both email and post there are Fourth Amendment protections from unwarranted
search and seizure of personal effects, including letters and messages. Paul Ohm credits
UNITED STATES V. WARSHAK as a precedent-setting case for email Fourth Amendment
applications, but this is an exception rather than a rule due to the application of ECPA that is
typical. In 2010 a sixth circuit court found that Steven Warshak’s Fourth Amendment rights were
violated when his emails were obtained from his internet service provider (ISP) by the U.S.
government. These personal emails were being stored by the ISP per government request as part
of an ongoing investigation into Warshak’s business dealings. And yet, because Warshak
presented the fact that he was not aware of this storage, and the decision states that he had a
reasonable expectation of privacy in the absence of explicit statements from his ISP that this
storage could occur, and the government acted unconstitutionally by obtaining these records
without a warrant (Grimmelmann 2016, 230-233). The significance of this case for this study is
to highlight the number of players and layers of law involved in the process of determining
communication privacy rights.
With the number of players operating and monitoring email expanded to include service
providers, developers, designers, politicians and law enforcement, it appears there are in fact
many human hands involved. In light of decisions like the renewal of Section 702, concern over
who those hands belong to and when they get into the picture spills outward from Capitol Hill.
And a user who does not have a working understanding of how a message system works cannot
anticipate the ways in which it can be monitored.
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INTERVIEWS
The interviews here were recorded and transcribed, with some editing for readability.
Interview subjects were chosen based on their expertise and were provided an Informed Consent
Form outlining their right to review their transcript with final say over what would be included in
the thesis text. The value in placing these together is creating an interdisciplinary conversation
between fields that is not frequently facilitated. This is evidenced in the number of times phrases
like “that’s not my world” or “I’ve not had direct experience with that” come in. Limitations to
conclusions drawn from these interviews are that three subjects were consulted each with an
academic and professional lens and set of biases informing their contribution.
The format for these interviews is a brief biography of the subject, including their
expertise and main points, followed by interview questions in italicized text and responses in
plain text below.
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Ryan Ellis
Ryan Ellis is an assistant professor of communication studies at Northeastern University,
working on infrastructure politics. His work has touched on historical examinations of the Postal
Service of the United States. More generally, he has researched questions around
communication, telecom policy, as well as issues relating to security of communication
networks. In this conversation he speaks about the development of USPS, the ideals it was
affiliated with as a communication network, and where privacy comes into that discussion.

Where is the intersection between the United States Postal Service and telecom policy?

There is an intersection right? There's a lot of them I guess. Postal policy was communications
policy, writ large, for the first several decades, maybe the middle decades of the nineteenth
century. And so a lot of the ideas and cultural assumptions that we have about how
communication networks should operate were, with varying degrees of success, applied to other
forms of communication as they developed.

So, as you may or may not be aware, during the nineteenth century there’s lots of efforts to
develop a postal telegraph, or a postalization, as it’s sometimes described. And those efforts were
focused on either government ownership or integrating a telegraph system within the operations
of the postal system, under Post Office Department control, or more generally it was about
transforming Western Union and other private players so that they operated in ways and fashions
that looked more and more like the Post Office.
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And so, the intersections as I said are multiple, organizational and institutional. There are also
sort of, implicit and explicit cultural assumptions about, equity and fairness and what we want in
a communications system. And a lot of those, come from, the Post Office.

So, how would you describe those cultural expectations? Because it sounds like, based on that
description, there were cultural expectations taken from experience of using the Post Office and
applied to private players, such as, you said Western Union, and…

It’s never a straight line, and it’s always contested, and you know there always have been critics
of the Post Office. There’s been critics of trying to apply any of the logics of the Post Office to
other systems as well, but the threads are clearly there. The threads are, I mean what is it about,
it’s about one- accessibility. One is about having forms of control over very powerful mediums
of communication or channels of communication, that are responsive to the public need. What
the public needs is always debated, but in terms of the thread that I was following, what it looked
like is thinking about things like non-discrimination. So allowing access to all players, regardless
of points of view or perspective. That was a key one. Making sure that, for example, Western
Union didn’t use its influence to shape news coverage, or shape the political machinations of the
way markets operated. We took those assumptions from the Post Office, and it’s important to
remember that in some ways they were revolutionary. You know, the Post Office as an
institution in the United States grows out of colonial legacy, but it breaks with that legacy in
sharp and important ways.
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Can you talk about those ways?

Yeah I mean sure- a lot of this is in Richard John’s book, Spreading the News, I’m not claiming
these ideas as my own, but they’re important ideas nonetheless. It has to do with thinking about,
those early days when there were protections against using the Post Office for spying- there was
never any sort of cabinet noir, no black office that was peeping into people’s mail. So some
protections and privacy, not distinct from how Post Offices operated at the time. The idea that
the Post Office would not necessarily be self-supporting, or economically driven, was also a
radical idea.

So very quickly, in the late 1700s, and then throughout the early part of the nineteenth century,
the Post Office rapidly extends and it had a density, and it had a scope and a reach, which was
simply not in comparison with what the colonial forbearers or other systems looked like. A lot of
that had to do with how the Post Office was governed institutionally, where it sat within
Congress. Some of it had to do with explicit assumptions about the importance of
communications and checking centralized power, and that Congress at least thought it was very
important to have an expansive postal system to “bind the nation together”, a phrase that is often
associated with the Post Office.

And so it led the Post Office to be developed in these sorts of ways. It was expansive, it reached
out into the hinterlands, it supported rural communication as well as city communication. It also
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subsidized public information to a great extent. Newspapers were charged, you know, almost
comically low rates compared to letters at the time. Public officials could frank2 mail which
meant that mail through them sent, you know, documents including speeches and things of that
nature, mailing of the public documents through the mail at no cost- in these sorts of ways, postal
policy was subsidizing public information and at the same times it was subsidizing an expansive
national network of communication. That’s really important, you know. We often think of the
First Amendment as a crowning achievement in American communication policy and law. The
First Amendment didn’t really become the First Amendment till World War I. A lot of the
origins of what we expect and had hoped for out of our communication ecosystem actually have
their roots and origin in much earlier postal practices.

That’s interesting. With the kind of layering of- you described different materials being mailed
and different rates for these different materials- is there, can you talk about one term that’s come
up has been “fourth class mail”, which I think is applied to…media mail?

Like parcel post, like packages and things? Yeah. So, the classification is really important, the
classifications embody the substantive judgments of what type of things matter. Now [items
in]first class mail, were letters, subsidized newspapers and things, that were charged much lower
below cost rates. And in the middle decades, of the 1800s the sort of second postal revolution
was the slashing of letter rates. So they go from being uncommonly high to now being a penny,
something like that. And they’re now within the reach of sort of common everyday folk. So

2

Franking was a practice borrowed from a British tradition of signatures on mailpieces to show that they were
official documents, not subject to postal fees (Konwiser 1931, 41).
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before, letter writing was not a practice that was engaged in by anyone except you know, sort of
merchants, or, folks of a certain class. It becomes really common practice to write letters and
postcards once the post is slashed.

You do have things like media mail, which you mentioned, book rate mail which is going
through still today. And then later you have the introduction, later during the nineteenth century,
of parcel post. I might get the dates fuzzy here but this really starts to happen, around the 1890s,
under the Postmaster General Wanamaker, now I’m going back to things I haven’t talked about
in a while. But the idea is parcel post was really important. It was a way to try to regularize
markets, and combat in some ways, the monopoly hold that for example, general stores and
things had in rural districts. So farmers and rural communities were real strong proponents of
parcel post because it was a way of getting around these sort of chokeholds that local merchants
might have had, and also it was a way for them to become integrated into the national market,
through selling goods and receiving goods through the mail.

Now this wasn’t without an enormous controversy as well, because some thought it was
disrupting sort of traditional way of life but, those sort of controversies, they’re part and parcel, I
guess no pun intended there…but they’re sort of part of always how debates about postal policy
are reshaping. The tensions between local communities and national communities, and, extralocal notions of morality and value, they’re sort of dotted throughout postal history. It’s
important to remember that, rural communities were desirous of being integrated into the larger
markets to gain access to things like store bought goods and mail order businesses.
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Do you see connections between that precedent and current moves to achieve rural broadband?

Yeah, I mean I think so. There’s the rural broadband debate, which is really interesting, right?
It’s the desire to have rural communities be integrated, somewhat on a level playing field their
urban neighbors might have. It’s about power and control. You know, there’s lot’s in between
there, you know there are great postal banks, in the twentieth century there’s efforts to create
local telephone exchanges- there have been varying degrees of success before integration and
sort of the AT&T monopoly. So yeah, I mean it’s a constant thread, communities desiring to be
integrated into larger configurations, regional and national. So you can definitely see that with
broadband right, and sort of the idea of communication is a, if/it’s not a panacea it’s a kind of
key infrastructure for sociability, economic mobility, and cultural and political life. And so I
think we do a disservice when we just sort of pretend that rural broadband is the first time this
has happened, there’s a recurring debate about equity and fairness and integration that has
happened since, really, the founding of our country.

When these attempts to integrate communication networks crop up, are there differences
between [those and] the service as it was provided to users at first rollout? For example, in the
example of access to the postal mail, differences between the type of service that either wealthy
people communicating with each other, or merchants communicating as part of their trade, was
there a difference between that service and the later slash-rate, I think mid-nineteenth century,
you were saying, letter delivery service?
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Yeah, it is different. The sort of whole culture of the Post Office is different. What it means and
what it’s used for, it sort of transforms [with] the political, you know, regulatory changes,
economic changes, how it’s funded, and it’s just taken on an enormous amount of deficit which
was taken on by Congress, as rates are slashed. Also, the way in which people understand and
use the mail changes, at the same time. It becomes a way to engage in intimacy, in letter writing,
and these sort of practices that were just not part of early American postal communication now
become really vital and vibrant and, it doesn’t happen all at once, it take a period of time- but it’s
really important. To see how, sort of, economic and political changes are matched or, somehow
ensnared with this larger set of social and cultural changes, they walk hand in hand. But it can’t
really happen until the Post Office is made accessible and cheap in terms of letter writing.

So we see these things as together and as important, but a prime shaper and mover of this was
specific regulatory or economic and political decisions to make post cheap. People had
advocated, you know, there’s cheap postage associations, [people saw] cheap postage practices
had been introduced abroad, in England and elsewhere, and advocated for them. But the sort of
tumult of changes that followed, it’s not a straight line, people didn’t understand or know or
expect to use the post in the way they would later come to do it. A set of complicated
interlocking changes I guess.

Where do you see the connection between cheap post and facilitating intimacy?
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So there’s a really good book, The Postal Age, Henkin’s book? Which is really focused, not so
much on…it starts with sort of what you might think of as a sort of second postal revolution. So
Richard Johns described the changes that happened in the 1790s up through the Antebellum
period and the Civil War period as a postal revolution, and that revolution is about making a
successful public information and government operations transparent in a new way.

Henkin sort of picks up where Johns left things off, and talks about the mid-century changes that
happened when we slashed postal rates. He’s really interested in the social and cultural changes
that happened, around that people started having long distance intimate personal relationships, in
ways that simply were not possible before. You get, things, you know eventually like valentines
and postcards and all different sort of genres of letter writing and you get epistolary handbooks
that describe how to engage in them. A whole culture, of the post, develops- where individuals
are engaging in individual communication via the mail. Before, you have Richard John, the
revolution he charted was really about newspapers and public documents becoming accessible,
and it is vital and it’s important. The second revolution, in some ways it’s just as interesting. It
doesn’t have the same sort of political with a capital “P” implications per say- but it is the same
thing, it’s a communication medium that is remade, on the fly, with seismic changes. So it’s
really, it’s really quite interesting.

Thinking of the Post Office not just as a, a network with a fixed set of uses and understandings,
but is a dynamic infrastructure that over time has evolved, the uses and practices shift, users are
integrated into the system in a different ways, and new uses start coming up.
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It’s interesting because I think, instinctively I would’ve connected cheaper with less intimate. Yet
you were describing a kind of new level of access for new users, which I think comes up in David
Henkin’s book- users that had never had this network before for communication. And so, it
almost sounds like, a user-driven shape of the network?

I mean, the uses are sort of…somewhat organic. It only becomes possible when the costs aren’t
prohibitive for sending a letter. Sending a letter was so far beyond the reach of ordinary
Americans in some ways it was just not cost effective. People would work around it where you
know you could send newspapers for a penny or something like that, they would try to scribble
messages on newspapers or block out individual letters to essentially make it a personalized
message- but these practices were very much ad hoc and you know, scattershot, as far as I can
tell.

But once the mail becomes cheap, you know, cheap… doesn’t mean impersonal. Certainly, you
know, the flood of later circulars and advertising mail, those things, have a sort of degree of
impersonality to them, or sort of a standardization that we think is contrary to intimacy. But at
the same time, the cheapening of postage meant that it can now thrive as a postal
communication.

Think about it in terms of contemporary text messages, your phone calls. Once those things
aren’t really metered, in other words, you’re not paying per piece in any meaningful way, you
can now engage in back and forth exchanges that simply were not possible before.
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How would you compare that to the adoption of email accounts for non-business purposes?
Basically email entering American homes in the 1990s.

I think it’s the same, it’s the same cultural anxieties. People are worried, they don’t know how to
use it correctly, and so before it becomes a set of more or less agreed upon social cues and
norms, people are just sort of figuring it out. And there’s anxiety around that, about… if I screw
up “Reply All”, or “BCC”, to… do I have to sign every letter, to what’s the proper greeting, and
style of writing- what’s the formality here, I’m engaging in email, does every email have a
response? And so, you know, it takes a while to figure these things out. The mediums are never
ready-cooked. People figure them out through repeated uses, through trial and error, through sort
of social disciplining for mistakes. And through like, explicit extroverted attempts to explain to
others what is and isn’t going to be acceptable here.

It’s interesting, these things never, sort of, are fixed at first, then over time they start to become
rigid and then we take them for granted as obvious. But not obvious from the beginning- that’s
certainly the case with email, just like it’s the case with text messages today or something else.

I find it interesting that the first word out of your mouth, when talking about email, was
anxieties. Like anxieties about correct use, or, like talking about the adoption of personal letters
in the middle of the nineteenth century it was almost like a joy like it really found a wave of
willing users just jumping on this thing that had not previously been accessible. What do you
think was behind the choice of anxiety when talking about email?
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Well, I don’t know if I would say that earlier moment was without anxiety. It also had its own
cultural anxieties and threats, you know, there is a great fear that mail spread a disease. That it
was a carrier of Yellow Fever and Typhus and all these other things, that’s something that had
been around for centuries.

There’s fairly complex disinfection practices that were developed in Europe and that’s where
they have these things called rastels3 that would poke holes in the mail or use sulfur or other sorts
of elements to try and cleanse the mail and bathe it. They would freeze it. They would do all
sorts of random things, and this is just one example of anxieties that always accompanied sort of
the influx of whatever you wanted to see on the outside coming in, so managing the boundaries
of long distance connectivity and communication, along with local communities, is a perennial
always ongoing challenge that happens with communication systems. Because communication
systems are almost never purely local.

And so, disinfection of mail, was a consistent thread throughout the twentieth century, even into
the twenty-first century where we had mail coming from leper colonies or a percentage of
Hawaii which we did in very specific ways, to try to cleanse it of diseases, up through post-2001
where we have detection systems, the use of radiation and other things to try to prevent anthrax
from spreading through the mail.

3

Rastels were tools used to poke holes in letters to let in substances to aid the disinfection process (Ellis 2017).
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There’s a consistent anxiety. The idea was wait- how do we do this? How do I negotiate these
intimacies? How do I balance and sort of understand public and private life in a new way? So I
think those anxieties are always there.

I’m just thinking about the difference where USPS is a quasi-governmental body, and decisions
are kind of being presented through action being taken on the Post Office side. How do you think
that changes with email which is private? So like do users have a more, kind of, “figure-it-outyourself”, kind of approach to it? Or…what do you think that conversation is like,
comparatively? Between you and your Post Office, versus you and your email provider.

That’s interesting. So the Post Office…up until really, the yellow fever outbreak during the
1870s, some of this happened….it was driven in some ways, by users, by local communities.
This would be shotgun-wielding bands who would not let railcars arrive with the mail. And so
this wasn’t always driven in at a sort of, a well routinized, institutional capacity- though later it
would become that. So users…users play a role all the time. You know it’s really interesting
hearing it out, but institutions really matter, they model certain practices as well I think.

I don’t know, because I don’t have a strong handle on like looking at how email practices
became fairly rigid or codified over time, so I can’t really speak to what was the dynamic when
users and key organizations or institutions. But I have to imagine… if you dug in deeper to like
CompuServe or Prodigy or AOL, that they were giving tips and things of that nature about the
sort of modeled sorts of behaviors and other sorts of key moments. But I just have a sort of
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anecdotal understanding of that, I don’t have a very rigid or deep understanding of that beyond
my own observations.

Do you see any issues with that [analogous to postal mail] presentation of email from a postal
history standpoint?

Yeah! I mean they missed a key thing, right? The key thing about the Post Office isn’t just that
it’s a way of sending and receiving information- it was an institutional model that was built on
equity, and public control and public spiritedness, whatever you wanna think about it. And so,
that’s great, and maybe it would take a historian of the early days of the internet development
and computer culture to think about it, but I think they caught the name and the spirit, maybe?
But they ignored, or forgot, or… it was shaved away…I’m not sure. That’s not my world. They
forgot the importance, perhaps, of the larger institutional stories the Post Office tells. Which is,
using stuff to add public value, integration, thinking about equitable distributions of
communication systems. I’m just not entirely clear, if we have adopted those ideas as we’ve
adopted the same nomenclature and language, of the Post Office.
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How does privacy come into a conversation discussing users of both postal mail and email in the
United States?

Well, postal has got privacy protections built into it from the very beginning. When it was set up
as a communications medium early on in the United States republic, they knew that the only way
that they would successfully spread this technology as a way of unifying the new country was if
they assured people of confidentiality in that communication.

In the email context, privacy norms have evolved… there’s a general understanding that when
someone signs up with an email provider, the terms and conditions of that relationship will set
out what will be done and what will not be done with the information associated with the email
communications.
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Sometimes, the understanding is that information associated with the emails will be used as a
basis for providing advertising to the people who are using the email service- in other cases,
that’s not the understanding. But it’s governed largely by the terms and conditions that regulate
the relationship between the email provider and the email user.

Who besides lawyers are having conversations about this? Terms and conditions, these
decisions- where is that conversation taking place? Who’s interested in that outside of the legal
sphere?

It’s an everyday matter between the users and the email providers- probably not one that comes
to the forefront of consciousness for either participant. But that’s where the conversation is
taking place.

What would you say the applications of these conversations are?

I’m not sure. You sign up for an email provider… you understand the terms and
conditions…they satisfy the terms and conditions… if they don’t, then there can be
consequences. It’s, in effect, a contract. The way in which contracts are normally enforced, is
through action by the individual, versus the business involved- but that’s a little bit too
complicated in the current situation.
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And so there’s additional enforcement that’s provided through actions by the Federal Trade
Commission- an agency that’s charged, at the federal level, for enforcing rules against unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce. It’s a form of consumer protection. And the FTC can
take action against email providers, in fact against anyone, who’s made a representation to the
public and then not lived up to the terms and conditions of the representation that’s made, in the
context of a promise between an email provider and email user.

The Federal Trade Commission can say that a company that has not lived up to its terms and
conditions has engaged in a deceptive practice- it has promised to do certain things but hasn’t
lived up to the promises it’s made. And they can take enforcement action against the email
provider.

Why is this important? Why is there a risk of action taken, what are the effects of a provider not
living up to the terms and conditions that they’ve laid out with their user?

Well, there’s a range of things the FTC can do, but the real way it works, is the FTC will take
one or two enforcement actions against a company or find a particularly egregious example of a
company not living up to one of its promises. And then they’ll take action against it, the action is
then publicized.

There’s a complicated mechanism whereby FTC actions are distributed, to the legal community.
The legal community then provides advice and guidance, to the companies and institutions, so
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the expectations of the Federal Trade Commission are filtered through to the companies through
this complicated communication system.

Most companies in the United States have attorneys and compliance officers who try to make
sure that their information practices are up to snuff. And one of the things that they’re constantly
on alert for is guidance and other signals from the Federal Trade Commission on what sort of
practices they, the Federal Trade Commission, is viewing as problematic, and what sort of
representations they’re especially interested in making sure are properly enforced.

A lot of this discussion sounds focused around concepts of informational privacy- where do
personal messages come into this?

I guess as a form of informational privacy, the former could be described as communications
privacy. When you communicate a message from one person to another, the content of that
communication is information. Typically that information is intended only for the consumption
of the two parties involved. But the general understanding is that it won’t be disseminated
beyond that.

And it sort of follows the regular physical mail model, where the message you put in the
envelope and send to the person you’re trying to communicate with is a message you expect will
be seen by that other person and not by others. And certainly not by the carrier who’s
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communicating the message, [the carrier]is not entitled to pick it up and distribute it to a third
party.

Again, this can all be modified by contract. But the general understanding of privacy in
communications is that, absent some other understanding, when you’re communicating with
someone you’re trying to send a message to, that communication really belongs between the two
of you.

Do you think there is a larger risk or potential for harm given the individual ability to create
contracts, or would you say those contracts tend to be uniform no matter how many email
service providers you’re dealing with?

I’m not sure the multiplicity makes much difference. I think there is a variety out there, there are
email providers who will pick up and deliver your email with the understanding that they will be
using the emails you send as a basis for targeted advertising. And that I guess is the biggest point
where the privacy of email communications comes up. The people who sign the contracts where
they say “I’m happy to get email for nothing…in return for that there’ll be some targeted
messages sent to me by advertisers”, I think those people sort of understand the nature of that
tradeoff and are perfectly comfortable with that.

You and I are both a part of the Georgetown community, we had our email provided through our
educational institution. It was an arrangement between the provider and the institution, and so for
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us, for you and me, that arrangement looks and acts and feels like it’s a free service. We don’t
pay for it, we don’t write a check every month to Georgetown or to the email provider for our
email service- and, based on the nature of the understanding between the company and
Georgetown, there’s no flow of advertising to us either.

So those kind of arrangements are flexible and there’ll be a large number of intricate versions of
them throughout the marketplace where people get their email service through their institutional
affiliations rather than an individual relationship with their email provider. But individually, the
understanding is pretty straightforward- whether or not there’s going to be any targeted
advertising, or any kind of payment, or whatever the other terms and conditions are.

What’s the problem with targeted advertising? You’re getting a free service, feels like, through
email- and if the exchange for that is targeted advertising, what harm does that do?

I think you summarized it nicely. The harm itself is not that you receive messages that seem to
be somehow connected to your interests and your preferences, the harm is if you haven’t signed
up for that kind of arrangement, and don’t understand that it’s happening, in terms of the
problem it would be that you’re kept in the dark.

If you fully understood and accepted that arrangement, I don’t think there’s any additional harm
to be dwelt on. But there has to be disclosure, and there has to be an opportunity to accept the
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conditions. And if fully informed autonomous people make those kind of choices, then it looks
as though there’s not harm done.

Hesitant commitment to the phrase, “looks as though no harm is done.” Part of this thesis
discusses presentation of information about privacy in postal mail and email to a public- who do
you think is doing that now?

Making the disclosures….on the postal side, I frankly don’t know. I don’t recall ever seeing
terms and conditions connected to the powers of the postal system to protect the confidentiality
of the mails. I think it’s commonly assumed… and sort of part of general knowledge…and it’s
largely backed by the force of law. So I think it forms sort of background knowledge, but I don’t
remember any specific disclosure. I was never involved in any sort of contractual arrangement
with the postal service.

On the email providers, it’s normally the kind of thing that when you go online and sign up for
an email provider there’ll be a place to commune and consult the terms and conditions, and as
part of those terms and conditions in the companies that do provide for targeted advertising,
there’s disclosure that the information will be used for that purpose.

Can you think of cases where that has been outlined, that have maybe set a precedent for what
people would call today a “reasonable expectation” or a “common understanding” of message
privacy in these systems?
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Yeah… again, on the regular mail, that’s been such a part of the culture for so long, I can’t think
of anything. It’s like saying, if you were brought up Catholic, when do you first learn that you
should go to mass on Sundays? You know it’s like, I don’t know, just- I absorbed it. And I think
you’ve got something like that with mail privacy.

Now, the exact constructs in that are probably not in the general consciousness. If you probe
someone on the street in great detail about under what conditions could the mail be held, or
intercepted, or diverted, or examined by a third party, you’d probably get 99% of them making
mistakes about the details of this. Because anytime you’ve got something constrained by law,
there are lots and lots of detailed exceptions that no one except specialists pay any attention to.
But the general idea that the mail is something that is not generally available to people other than
the person sending it and the person receiving it, that’s just something you picked up as part of
being alive in the United States in the 21st century.

The email stuff is a little bit more recent, and that evolved over time. When email first came into
existence, there were extravagant contracts related to the terms and conditions, and that was
largely the business context that they arose [from]. And again, you didn’t pay too much attention
to the details- this was something that was provided to you institutionally.

When it became a kind of thing that people did individually, largely when the internet popped up
in the mid-1990s, disclosures were not so immediately done. There’s a whole process of
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disclosure of terms and conditions on which information would be gathered, put in one place,
and then used for various purposes.

And over the years… I’d say maybe ten- maybe 2000 or about 1995 to 2005… the practice of
disclosing terms and conditions for all of the website services out there, the email providers and
other service providers who operate on the internet, got that pattern of disclosure, partly because
of Federal Trade Commission action. In the mid-2000s it became a pretty established thing that
you couldn’t do something on the internet or provide a service on the internet without informing
people what you were doing with the information you collected about them. And so now, I think
people just assume there has been disclosure.

Many people don’t bother to inform themselves about the specifics of the terms and conditions in
their use of the internet. I ask the students in my class who checks the privacy policy on a
website, and I usually get zero. It’s something that’s there in the environment and people know
about it. Just because you and I don’t check the terms and conditions, they are generally
available to the public- they have to be, otherwise you couldn’t sign up for the services.

And that means that specialists, consumer activists and lawyers and others are able to visit these
sites, examine the terms and conditions, and if there’s anything particularly weird, or out of the
ordinary, or troublesome, they can raise a hue and cry. They can go to the Federal Trade
Commission and say “what’s this all about?” And so gradually, through that kind of disclosure
mechanism, a kind of rapport develops over what’s being done with the email information that
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you provide to your email provider, and through that mechanism something that’s like the way in
which we understand what’s going on with regular mail develops, and forms. By the time you
begin to use an email account, depending on which one it is, you need to look up the terms and
conditions to have a rough idea what’s gonna be done with the information.

The basic understanding, to go back to the earlier part of the conversation, is that in some cases
the information will be gathered, collected, and used to provide targeted advertising to you.
Again, the fat contours of that, the exceptions and limitations, would probably stump the average
person, just like the exact limitations from the postal system. But the general rough contours of
the arrangement, the understanding and what’s become a kind of reasonable, and hopefully
entrenched, understanding of the way in which the information will be used, that’s sort of set.
Not quite in the same way we understand that your doctor shouldn’t be telling your medical
secrets at cocktail parties, but sort of in the same way. We have that sort of reasonable,
legitimate, widespread, entrenched understanding about your connection with your email
provider.

In speaking about medical privacy or medical information privacy, doctors have HIPAA4. So the
burden of knowledge about how they should treat your medical information falls to them, rather
than to you, the supplier of the information. Is that correct? You don’t have to understand
HIPAA to be a patient.

4

The HIPAA Privacy Rule outlines standards and best practices for protecting patient information in healthcare
settings (United States Department of Health and Human Services 2015).
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Yeah, you don’t have to chase down your doctor to make sure he doesn’t tell people at cocktail
parties what your secrets are. But I think that’s the same in the email context. It’s a contract that
the email provider has provided to you, and you’ve had a general understanding of the terms and
conditions that are in that. And your understanding relies on some sort of social understanding
that the stuff will not be generally disclosed to the public but it might well be used for
advertising purposes.

But as the burden for understanding HIPAA fell to medical professionals, in the contract
between you and your email provider you as the user participate in that contract by accepting
the terms and conditions. But the people reviewing that contract are not users so much as the
legal professionals that you mentioned, who then if they find something “weird” or something
“egregious”, then they will be the ones to take that to the FTC as something unfair to users.

Yeah, but also because people rarely read these contracts. But the watchdogs do. And there are
market forces that are at work here, because people don’t want every email they send to their
friends and relatives and business associates to be made available to the general public, and any
email provider that did that, maybe even only once, but that did that, certainly on a regular basis,
that email provider wouldn’t have very many customers for very long.

You could, under the current law, say to the public, come to my email service provider, I will
make sure that every email you send to me I will deliver to its customer, and at the same time I
will put it available to anybody in the public who wants to view it on my server. And… you
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don’t have to pay me anything for this— in fact I’ll pay you a dollar every year for that service.
You could imagine a company making that offer, but you couldn’t imagine any investment
person providing any money for the success of that enterprise. And you can’t imagine that it
succeeds in the marketplace.

So there are cultural forces here, there are normative forces here, there are market forces here,
and at the end of the day there’s the Federal Trade Commission that says if you step out of line
and if you do something against what you promised to do, then I can take action against you.
There are layers of protection.

Is it completely academic? I’m trying to think of a concrete example of where a precedent has
been set as far as a company being in violation or a watchdog representing users brought a
complaint about the handling of email content.

Yeah, I don’t have any direct examples of mishandling of email per say, I think there’s one
example kind of relating to a content provider providing email service that didn’t provide what
the FTC thought was an adequate level of security regarding the emails. And yet its
representation to the public and to its users was that they used the highest level of security, and
that mismatch between the representation to the public of the highest level of security, and their
actual practice which was not the highest level of security, meant that the FTC could take action,
and they did.
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Companies could then do one of two things- be a little more circumspect on their promises, or
they could up their information security. And so that’s an example of how the FTC can take
some action there.

How would you describe the division between using the term privacy or using the term security?

We talk about this all the time. Privacy law scholars conferences, where people’s voices get
raised when they try to make definitions like this. But the general difference is pretty clear.
Security, you’re trying to keep information from being accessed by a third party who don’t have
any right to get at it, and so the measures you’ll take there are to put various firewalls on it, to
use various forms of encryption, various complicated codes. Security professionals are involved
in that, in companies they tend to be a discreet group of people who tend to be in the information
technology department.

Privacy is, you’ve got the information, it’s kept safe and secure from third parties, but what’re
you going to do with it? How are you going to process it, how long are you going to keep it, who
has access to it. Those are questions that typically go not to unauthorized use, but authorized use,
your own use. And typically there are lawyers, compliance officers, marketing officials in the
company, and institutionally they’re very, very different, and they’re perceived by the
individuals as very, very different.
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A sort of sine qua non with any relationship with a big company that you’re gonna give
information to is that, “no matter what else you do with it, keep it away from the hackers and
thieves.” And if you don’t do that, that’s a big no-no. If you have something about how often can
you get access to your information, how often can you get a copy of it, what kind of advertising
is involved in it, those are different issues, and people have different views or different ideas
about that. But no one wants their information to be available to thieves and hackers, so there
really is a different set of expectations, a set of understandings about security and privacy.

What, if any, differences exist in those norms between the postal service having government
involvement and email being a largely private venture?

I don’t think that’s the crucial thing. I mean…the postal monopoly grew up the way it did for
complicated reasons, and… it could be contracted to an outside party. Competition is a good
thing in the email world, I guess it preserves privacy…And I think that’s right….because, there’s
nothing magic about email that makes a single provider especially efficient economically.
All you need is what’s already been established among the many providers of email service,
which is that you have to be able to pick up and deliver messages from the customers of one
email provider and the customers of the other email providers. So there can’t be totally
independent systems. They have to have an interconnection requirement, to make them function
together. But once you’ve got that, you can have as many email providers as you want.
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I just don’t think that those market structure questions have to do with privacy. As long as
you’ve got a plurality of providers, any one provider who tried to say “I’m gonna not observe
privacy anymore” you fail to get a section out of the market to make it worthwhile… it wouldn’t
be long before an alternative would pop up, and people would say “well, if I can protect my
privacy by going to this alternative I’ll do it”.

The question on quasi-federal versus private is coming from an ICT Law survey class where the
question of free speech on the internet came up a lot and was misapplied to spaces not in the
purview of the government, which is where free speech protection comes from. I was wondering
if there’s any kind of parallel between a kind of misapplication of or a misunderstanding of
rights in communication.

This is one of those areas where privacy and free speech kind of work together, right? They
evolve. But to go back to what the postal service was when it was initially being formed, why it
wanted a privacy rule to be in place. They wanted a privacy rule to be in place so that people
would feel free to communicate with each other, to share their thoughts and ideas, business
information, political beliefs, and what was happening in their local community. And the only
way people would be comfortable sharing those ideas, is if they thought they would not be made
generally available to the public.

Communications privacy became a kind of free speech issue, “I’ll be able to talk openly and
freely to people I wanna speak to, if and only if, I can be sure that’s the only person I’m speaking
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to.” And, I think the same thing is true in email- you will normally disclose your thoughts to
people in email if you think that’s the only person you’re communicating with. If you think the
stuff will routinely and regularly be available to everyone, then you’ll restrict your ideas and
thoughts to what you decide is appropriate for everybody (chuckling). And so it loses its
effectiveness. So communications privacy is a kind of free speech issue, allowing people to
speak their mind.
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I’m contacting you as part of thesis research discussing parallels drawn between the postal
service in the U.S. and the commercial rollout of email. So, could you talk to, from your
perspective, what you see as pieces of the Postal Service used to explain email once it reached,
kind of like a similar base of users, like everyday people using it in their household?

Some of it was, I would say, the early icons of the mail- using them for graphics and phrasing.
As people were used to referring to the mail itself, they did the same with email. Even in the
name, electronic mail. Also, many of the systems used a graphic interface of having a mailbox,
envelope, open envelope when you had opened an email. And one of the famous taglines from
AOL was that “You’ve Got Mail”- which, of course, meant you’ve got email- but mail at that
time was very familiar to people as an item that comes through the Postal Service.

From your own exposure in research of Postal Service history, do you have any sense of whether
conversations about this happened at the time in the early 90s when email was becoming a new
standard way of sending personal and other types of messages in the U.S.?
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Nothing is coming to mind that I have seen references to. I will say this, that the term snail mail,
which I think a lot of people then attached to being a comparison of electronic mail versus the
slower postal service going at a “snail’s pace” rate, there were posters by the Postal Service
decades before email was out. We have one in our collection.

What was the goal of the Postal Service having a “snail mail” poster?

I would have to look at the piece again, let me see if I can pull it up while we’re having this
conversation…

While you’re doing that if you wanted to talk about, what I think is one of the biggest differences
that I’ve come across in my research is, the experience that Americans have with their Postal
Service. They’ve just got years more experience with that than electronic forms of sending a
message, so I was seeing evidence of a real kind of postal culture which, as other historians have
pointed out, has changed over time, especially when you’re looking at a sense of what is private
in messages. Do you want to talk about the development of the U.S.’s postal culture, maybe with
an eye towards how it functions and how private it was considered to be?

Ok, yeah. So Postal Service starts with, well, not technically the Postal Service, but it’s in the
Constitution to establish post offices and roads that will be running the network of linking these
post offices. And under the later statutes in 1792, they say that part of that prohibits postal
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employees from opening letters. You already have security there in the mail. In part, that is a
reaction to the system they had been under, the British system, and particularly the
revolutionaries coming out of having to conduct the war were concerned about having their mail
looked at by the enemy government.

It continues then for decades as an assurance to the public, and to businesses, that the mail is not
being opened. This extends to the contractors who are moving the mail. It starts with stagecoach
companies and later when the first railroad routes are used in 1831, those contractors can’t
actually even open the mailbags, they don’t have the keys to the locks. So, it’s not just, the postal
offices that can’t open the mail- that security is such that the contractors can’t even open the
container that holds the mail.

Talking about being allowed to open the mail, can you talk for a minute about the Dead Letter
Office?

Yeah. So there’s a provision from the very beginning that mail that’s not picked up at the post
offices, that it has to be sent to the Central Post Office in Washington DC where they’re to make
the best efforts that they can to get that mail delivered, and they are allowed to open the mail. In
1825 they formally name this office the Dead Letter Office, and those clerks are given the
allowance that they can open the mail and look for a name or address in order to try to deliver it,
so this would be trying to get it to the recipient, and if that failed they would be trying to return it
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to somebody. And this is really for valuables, so they’re going to put in more effort for it if it has
money or legal documents, these are the items that tend to get priority.

And this is, in part, because of the way the system was working. This is a day and age before the
mail was arriving at everybody’s house. Free mail delivery that is familiar today with the letter
carriers coming to the home or a cluster mailbox at apartments or a location not that far from
your house, that doesn’t start until 1863 in cities, and in the early twentieth century in rural
America. So, those people would have to go to the post office to pick up their mail, and it was
also the day and age where it was actually the recipient that was paying for the mail. So, it was in
the best interest that the post office department had people come and pick up, and pay for that
transit that had already occurred.

That changes with the advent of the postage stamp, which the US adopts in 1847, and then
requires prepayment of postage, in 1851. So that changes the dynamic- it’s now, the sender who
bears the cost. But, the Dead Letter Office continues to operate because now people have paid
for that, prepaid, for the mail to be able to move through the network.. So, what is happening is
that it is not just the postage stamps in 1847, but in 1845 there’s a great reform of the postage
rate system, that really begins to encourage people to now use an envelope, so that mail is now
charged by the weight, and it’s not charged by the number of pieces of paper.

So I’m talking about letter mail, when I’m talking about that. And so instead of somebody just
folding up a letter and sealing it so that they were using less paper and get charged less before
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1845. Now this whole industry grows, having envelopes, which have an extra sense of things
being covered and sealed. Of course, there’s a long history of coming up with ways to seal the
envelope with wax, and different locking mechanisms that would indicate if it had been broken .
There have been centuries of, and different ways of restricting access or marking the mail if
somebody had gained access to it-

That design side, for ensuring that privacy and security, segues really well into talking about
postal users, maybe touching briefly on different classes of mail.

Ok, great. So, different classes of mail, as the postal reform continues through the late nineteenth
century, they break mail into first three classes and then four classes of mail. With the first class
mail being mostly that letter mail, so those things that are in sealed envelopes. And the other
classes, generally if it has an item that is deemed a letter it’s a first class.

Those other classes second and third, and fourth, have to actually be unsealed, they have to be
able to travel through the network giving access to the postal employees, because they needed to
be able to check that it doesn’t contain a first class mail piece.

Oh?

Yeah, so they have to make sure that the person hasn’t skipped paying for their first class mail.
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That’s interesting, I misunderstood fourth class mail to be media mail…

L: No, fourth class mail starts off with parcel post, or becomes parcel post mail, so it’s more of
merchandise and mail order kind of items.

Can we segue from the discussion of that to talking about direct mail?

Yeah. So, direct mail, let’s see- in terms of privacy or what kind of question, about direct mail?

Maybe a brief definition of it, and then talk about how it reaches postal users.

Ok. Direct mail is advertising mail, advertising businesses and services. Since the advent of more
data collected about neighborhoods, particularly with Zipcode, it’s easy for a company to target a
whole region, or even collect that demographic information about a Zipcode.

Direct mail stands out to me because I think one of the subjects that reached the general public
about email was- as far as privacy in their email- that information from their email accounts was
analyzed and used to send them targeted advertising. And so with direct mail I was surprised, as
a researcher, to find that it’s not that dissimilar.

Ah, yes right. That’s a great comparison. But it’s the outside, it’s the address that’s revealing the
information about the individual, that direct mail orderers use in order to find their market. So if
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you have a Zipcode that has certain buying habits, a certain social economic group that shows
those certain demographic trends, which has been used for decades now, really trying to
understand patterns of populations- marketers have used this. It’s as simple as using an address
and a Zipcode, and that’s why many direct mail marketers will just use, for a postal customer, the
street address which is public information, and the Zipcode.

So where I think sometimes maybe it becomes sort of eerily familiar with people, is for those
things to have been, wow this service seems like something I would be interested in, but how do
they know that I’m interested in it? And a lot of that is through that demographic information
available for the Zipcode. But it’s also, can be and has become, a place where other marketers
targeted from some of your other purchasing habits, or your donation habits to certain charities
or something. These are things that will fill those mailing lists. So it’s kind of a similar, I would
say a similar way that, I mean you were drawing comparisons to email and spam, or …

And not always spam, I mean, depending on how people feel about targeted advertising. But for
the email providers they ostensibly don’t charge for their product so the information that they
pass to advertisers is, to my understanding, basically a product that they can generate revenue
from. Is there anything similar with the postal service and their relationship with direct mail? Is
postal customer information, either in individual or list form, a product sold by the postal service
to advertisers?
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No, it’s sold by other mailing houses- businesses that specialize in this. Not the Postal Service.
There is a relationship between the two, because the Postal Service is interested in keeping up
the number of direct mail marketers because it is such a revenue generator for the Postal Service,
having mail volumes up and having these companies purchase the postage to that then pays for
the mail that’s being moved. So, there is a business relationship between the Postal Service as the
provider, and these companies that are using the mail, they are in related industries, so [USPS is
not] sharing information, but there is shared interest in seeing both industries thrive.

Does any of this information come from barcodes, at this point?

Yeah, increasingly so. In the 1990s we get barcodes, and a lot of them are put into place by the
postal system as a service to receive things up through the system of, as they go to more
automation, having machine readable mail, or machine readable addresses. Barcodes get sprayed
onto the envelope, or the wrapper to a package, and then that helps things move more efficiently
through the system. Ways were developed that additional information can be added to these
barcodes that were sprayed on the packages- or some of them are pre-printed these days as wellthat have information about the sender, the receiver, the date, the time that mail was entered the
stream.

Then, and even today, things like tracking the mail with certain delivery services, those are all
used to try to track where the item is, and that information can go back to the postal service, the
customer, and also the sender who is often a business customer like these direct marketers.
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To jump in talking about customers and the Postal Service itself and other businesses associated,
to talk about government and law enforcement applications, like Mail Isolation Control and
Tracking5.

Mm-hm. Pieces of mail are… in order to open them a warrant is needed, to open the mail.

In my research, between about 2013 and 2015, there were a lot of articles coming out about this
program, as an acronym “MICT”.

MICT…I’m not familiar with that.

It was talked about as the “mail covers” program, so it was a means of tracking pieces of mail,
and coverage of it ranged from talking about specific use cases to headlines like, “The Postal
Service is Photographing Every Piece of Everybody’s Mail”6.

Ok, I just don’t know enough about that program to talk about it.

Fair. So to bring things into a summary, talking about the issues that we’ve raised in this
conversation, can you speak about presenting postal issues or postal history to a public in a
5

The program was covered by Ron Nixon (Nixon 2013) and addressed by internal investigation in two reports that
have since been released (United States Postal Service Office of Inspector General 2014; United States Postal
Service Office of Inspector General 2015).
6
The title was "U.S. Postal Service Logging All Mail for Law Enforcement" from a New York Times article by Ron
Nixon (Nixon 2013).
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space like the Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum? You’re dealing with tangible artifacts,
you’re also dealing with intangible concepts, you’re dealing with things happening today, things
that happened a couple hundred years ago.

Yeah. What I have found in my time at the Postal Museum is that people’s relationship to the
mail has changed dramatically in the last five years, and ten years. A drop-off in people using
first class mail has changed the whole, experience of going to the post office, where there’s a
letter carrier coming to their house. The rise of package mail and people doing mail order,
particularly through online, has changed the relationship. They don’t send cards and letters that
were prevalent in the mail, even the magazines, are less important than that. The packages,
which have changed people’s ideas, sort of their expectations of when they receive mail, and the
sort of timely delivery of it as well.

But what I have found talking to people when I do tours, explaining an exhibition, we are finding
that as a museum we need to address those in a way that we didn’t when we opened in 1993
where everybody had an experience, almost daily, with the mail. Now, that’s not the case. So we
can’t assume that people know certain things about what it’s like to write a letter, what it’s even
like to properly go into a post office and buy postage or what it’s like to get your mail metered
when you go into the post office and have those printed.

And so it’s changed the way we have to find things for, and also a connection that we can make
to the visitors about what it was like to have this as your main communication system when,
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before a day and age of internet, or telephones, or before long distance telephones were
affordable. So we have to now, talk to people about looking for those emotional connections, that
can let them start to understand what it’s like to rely on this communication system.

It’s interesting because my premise was that experience with postal mail would be used to
explain email, but if you’re talking about people that not had postal experiences. Do you, maybe
with younger visitors or patrons, find yourself using the electronic services to explain the
tangible one?

I would say we have in some of our writings that we’ve done that, but not so much through our
exhibitions. So we sometimes have done that in say, informal articles or blog posts, we will
make those comparisons. Or in contrast, but in the exhibitions where we have some of the
objects up to explain photos or explain it, we have to bring people already to try to explain that
time period, and we have then different contexts.

We do sort of in, just writing. So they’re a little bit of a…it’s a different approach that we have
with those. Generally in our exhibitions we don’t make comparisons to email and online as we
do, say, with some of our writing or possibly in the tours or interactions that we have face-toface with the visitors.

Do you want to make a guess at what the future of the postal service alongside electronic
message delivery services is going to be? Based on what you’ve observed.
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Um…I don’t have a guess (laugh). I think…I’m really interested in seeing where package
delivery is going to go, and are there new services that may be developed, even transportation
ways, people starting to look at drones, are there new locations that customers get used to going
to, not having things at their home but having like a pickup center...So I think packages are going
to be an area that’s going to be more and more and more, which is a big difference from when
[USPS] started because it has, written in its way of operating, it is to have a monopoly on the
first class mail. So it’s not competing with any of the other private carriers for letter mail, but it
is competing for package mail, and so I think it’s going to be interesting to see where postal
service goes with that, and what happens to the monopoly on first class mail.

I don’t have a prediction (laugh), I will say- I will be a bystander and be interested and see what
decisions get made.

To go back to what I was talking about, the snail mail, I did pull up the piece that we have in our
collection- and it’s an advertisement from the Post Office Department from about 1968, dating it,
and it was actually for Zipcodes, and it says: “Snail mail- without Zipcodes the growing US mail
would move at a snail’s pace, if it moved at all”. So they were comparing the Zipcode, would
help you move your mail faster if you used those, which would help the postal system then be
able to automate the mail system. To me, when I found that piece in our collection was eyeopening I thought that was a term that came about in the internet age. Predates that. I was
unaware of that! Till I saw that piece in our collection.
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Figure 6. “Snail Mail” poster, c. 1963-1973.
Image courtesy of the Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum.
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Analysis of Interviews
Privacy (stated)
Ryan Ellis

X

Mark MacCarthy

X

Privacy (inferred)
X

USPS to Email

Failed Bridge

X

X
X

Lynn Heidelbaugh

X

X

Figure 7. Table Illustrating Findings from Interviews.
In the interviews, I noted certain patterns which are outlined in the table above. I
observed instances when privacy was discussed explicitly. I also observed what I termed inferred
references to privacy, where the topic came up without the word privacy being the driving
theme. I found some discussion of transitions between USPS use and email use for personal
messages in my interview with Ryan Ellis, but in this section he was quick to say that this was
anecdotal and based on personal observations rather than scholarly investigation.
To that point, I noticed each of my interviewees mention at one point or another that the
attempt to draw the systems of USPS and email together, even within the geographic confines of
the U.S., was beyond them. This I termed a failed bridge. This “Failed Bridge” category is the
basis for my belief that the research conducted in this study indicates there are conversations that
are not taking place between fields that, in my view, naturally dovetail in a review of how
personal message systems work and where they are headed in the future. I saw privacy discussed
in the role the post played in the American Revolution, including technologies developed to keep
messages safe from unwanted surveillance. I saw that delivery of each these services now takes
place in a private space, which I coded as inferred design for privacy. A message system that
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enters the home, or in the case of email on a cell phone, the pocket, is answering a tacit request
to take point of access out of the public sphere.
Speaking of spheres, my final takeaway from the interviews was that there are differences
between USPS and email in where privacy for the user comes up. In USPS there is evidence of a
cultural association with government protection, echoing findings in the origin story traced in the
USPS chapter. As Mark MacCarthy commented, this is hard to pinpoint as a user, simply
something acquired through experience. In his interview he also pointed out that the conversation
for privacy in email takes place between users and email service providers in terms and
conditions at the point of registration for an email account. This difference between “absorbed”
cultural understandings of privacy rights in and plainly outlined, but wordy, contracts about
limits of privacy protections go to the root of the contrast in how privacy is spoken about
between USPS and email services and products.
That Mark and Lynn did not go into detail linking USPS and email services returns to my
point that there are conversations that could happen between people from each of their fields.
Even within my sample of interviewees, the topics were perceivably overlapping and yet there
was hesitancy between subjects to stake a firm parallel. In this, I see a chance to build new and
engaging dialogues between disciplines that can be brought to the public. The desire for access to
private communication will be the bridge between them, as this desire is observed across
services and time.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, I went looking for evidence that American experience of the Postal Service
was used to explain how to use the new email system when it reached homes in the 1990s. I
found a number of words relating to postal experience (Post Office Protocol, sender, mail,
mailbox), but this was not a direct comparison. For example, mailbox in an email sense already
had an understood use among developers, as the destination for a file. The function is not
dissimilar from a mailbox for your first class postage mailed letters. But the term was applied at
a time when developers were the primary user base for the technology. It was not a design choice
made to help the uninitiated decide to get onboard. It was their (the developers’) choice though.
And predictably, they were postal customers.

Figure 8. Timeline of USPS and Email Origins.
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In the same research I was struck with the realization that it is no wonder the two
communication systems were not completely painted as parallel, because the closest equivalent
was a part of the initial network: telecom. Email traffic moved from directly connected
computers to connections via telephone wires to wireless connections via radio, and post-like
features could be labeled incidental. Decisions that stuck came as much from a developer’s whim
as from a conscious agreed upon design element. Function came ahead of all in discussions of
the path email would take. To this end, the origins of email are in a byproduct of military-funded
research that was changed and developed for improved function. The technology was
revolutionary, but not the motives behind development. The origin story of USPS is tied to
Revolutionary with a capital “R” motivations, but technologically was built on a model laid out
by its British predecessor. Improvements certainly took place, but over a longer period. Changes
to the postal network come up against a series of bureaucratic protocols. Email developers had
meetings to establish protocols, but each developer was hacking and sharing their own email
program at a rate determined only by their though process and keystroke speed.
The interactions between scholars consulted for the project were significant in that they
each thought a little about each other’s fields, but at times made statements delineating their
work along quite a hard edge. Speaking to Lynn Heidelbaugh brought up issues with presenting
all of these conclusions to the general public. My own presentation of this thesis as two origin
stories with privacy picked out and highlighted was directly related to my understanding that a
narrative is a reassuring base for conveying information, and influenced in no small part by the
presentation of the U.S. Postal Service’s story in displays at the Smithsonian’s National Postal
Museum. But deciding which are the key concepts to include in a presentation for a public with
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an incomplete understanding of these socio-technical systems is daunting. At the close of this
project, I am certainly aware that while I have a deeper understanding of post and email, neither
of those understandings are comprehensive.
Looking again to Lynn for guidance, one thing to keep in mind is that in 2018 it can no
longer be assumed that a visitor to such a presentation has experience with USPS. Younger
visitors may not receive post, and milestones historically connected with a letter in the mail have
gone digital, such as W-2 forms and college decision letters. To this I would add that neither
should it be assumed that visitors, particularly those who were not in the workforce or school
during or after the 1990s, have a working understanding of email. Anecdotally, public libraries
devote time to teaching senior patrons internet basics, and for some regardless of age the library
is their point of internet access.
With such a range of experiences, both the origin stories and legal differences between
the two systems much be presented in a concise way that draws comparisons between them
without relying on knowledge in the viewer’s mind to make analogies work. To this point,
analogies are helpful but can no longer be relied on to convey meaning. Even the analogies must
be explained with context. Deciding what the imperative for sharing that information is leans on
identifying privacy pitfalls in the shift between general use of the Postal Service to general use of
email for communication in the U.S.. For this, I am borrowing Helen Nissenbaum’s test of
Contextual Integrity (Privacy in Context 2010, 148-150). This will examine whether in the jump
between the two systems, indicators of privacy risks are present. Items in quotes are
Nissenbaum’s phrasing, non-quotes are my own observations of support and limitations for this
case.
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•

“Establish the prevailing context.” At the outset of this thesis, I posited that USPS
was the current iteration of the prevailing context for message sending and receiving
between people in the United States. This is limited by my non-inclusion of telecom
services such as landline phones, cellular phones, and Wi-Fi enabled devices. These
are tempting to lump into voice-based communication, until one remembers the
prevalence of Standard Message Service (SMS) and Multimedia Message Service
(MMS) text messaging and textual messaging applications in services like Facebook
Messenger and WhatsApp. However, comparing USPS to email for the transfer of
content called “mail” holds, as this convention was dropped by the time messaging
applications emerged. As such, I will continue to inspect USPS as the preceding if not
prevailing mail context.

•

“Establish key actors.” From its outset, members of the U.S. government are involved
in the functional level of USPS operations. As discussed, many human hands pass
over the post and each of these individuals is an actor whose decisions can affect
message transfer and privacy. Bad actors include users who would intercept or use the
post outside of its intended purpose. Further, the senders and recipients of mail in the
U.S. are actors. This is significant, because if Lynn’s observation is true, this number
is shrinking exponentially in a short window of time. Among these senders, direct
mail advertisers must be included, and will be discussed at greater length below.
With email, this list of actors includes government players only when
regulatory or criminal concerns are involved. The role of content and transmission
oversight shifts to email service providers behind the email client being used. And in
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criminal case, the internet service provider has been prevailed upon to access email
records. Advertisers who are sold email user information by email service providers
play a role in handling that information and sending targeted advertising. Also,
organizations providing email for in-house communication needs are actors, such as
universities and businesses. And while there are still senders and recipients, the
capacity for sharing it far wider than with post. Bad actors are present in the form of
hackers and general users with intent to use email outside of its intended purpose.
•

“Ascertain what attributes are affected.” The narrative of each is different, as
discussed above in conclusions and Ryan Ellis’s interview. And as Lynn pointed out,
postal mail volumes are significantly made up with direct mail content. The change
from post to email and other digital text communication methods impacts the amount
of personal use of first class mail. In the absence of home users as senders, this could
switch the dynamic to direct mail as primary senders while home users become
predominantly recipients.

•

“Establish changes in principles of transmission.” Again, looking at the point above,
changes in preference of service for personal messaging could change the dynamic of
messages sent through USPS. Here I would also highlight that transmission of
information through networked computers has greater potential for oversight on a
functional level, where content is accessible to more players and takes place digitally
rather than by opening a paper envelope.

•

“Red flag.” That last observation is where I would plant a red flag for privacy. With
more actors, there is more dispersal of control over messages. In this there is a risk for
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application of messages outside of their intended use. For messages brought into
criminal cases, one could argue that a paper message that could be lost or destroyed if
not copied or photographed was less reliable evidence than electronic messages that
can be stored and accessed by multiple actors. I would add that this is true if the
outcome is a collective good, but bad if this is misapplied in a way that wrenches
communications privacy out of the hands of the users in question and places it solely
in the hands of governments and internet companies.

I conclude that there is potential for privacy harm in a shift from USPS to email for
personal messages. Presenting this publicly would benefit home users of both services. Future
research should involve investigation of how to condense the narratives in a comprehensive but
understandable way, for users with varying levels of familiarity with the two communication
networks. To the original question of whether privacy harms result from misapplied analogies
between USPS and email, it was suggested in a discussion of this research that if email users in
countries without a culture assuming there is privacy in their postal mail behave the same was as
users in the U.S. with regard to their email, then the hypothesis does not hold. This highlights a
limitation that this thesis looks within the U.S., and assumes the aspirational notions Ryan cites
in his telling of the American post’s birth are widely held among users. With those users as the
intended audience, additional work should also be done to identify where to reach them. This
could be through libraries as internet access points, browsers as interfaces for connectedness, or
physical and digital sites such as the National Postal Museum building and blog space.
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My interviews saw overlap between topic areas but really underlined the fact that what I
saw as natural intersections are not assumed. I felt that the discussion of private messages would
combine the fields of my experts, from consumer protection to USPS history. The opportunity
this reveals is for future conversations between a wider collection of fields about the desire to
communicate privately, and what those desires can do to inform communication networks going
forward. I hope this will be built upon for academic reflection and design choices made in
commercial and governmental policies governing communication technologies.
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